cells (some cells were members of more than one pair).
The horizontal distance between the cells in each pair been previously described in striatal neurons (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996; Stern et al., 1998) and are also was less than 500 m; the average vertical distance between them was 350 Ϯ 39 m (all means are reported evident in recordings from cerebral cortex (Steriade et al., 1993) . More specifically, they can appear in V1 as mean Ϯ SEM). In 17 pairs, receptive fields were mapped by hand-held projector and were found to be (Douglas et al., 1991) where visual stimulation can affect the statistics of the membrane potential shifts (Ferster at least partially overlapping. The correlation analysis described in this study was performed primarily in the and Carandini, 1996). An example of large spontaneous fluctuations in memabsence of spiking. In some pairs, we reduced the firing rate by continuous injection of hyperpolarizing current. brane potential is shown for a cortical cell in Figure 1A . The cell fires relatively slowly (‫/4ف‬s), and the membrane Cells that still had high firing frequency with an injection of Ϫ2 nA or greater were excluded from analysis, as potential swings through a 15 mV range, spending much of its time in a relatively depolarized state. Smaller ampliwere cells with slow drifts in the membrane potential or with heartbeat or respiration artifacts. When persistent tude, fast fluctuations, which occasionally give rise to spikes, ride on top of the depolarized state but are spindle activity was present in the EEG, we sometimes observed similar waves in the intracellular recordings.
largely absent from the hyperpolarized state.
We found large variability in the pattern of the spontaThese pairs were also excluded (see below).
In contrast to recordings obtained in vitro, the memneous fluctuations: the depolarized states range in duration from 50 to 1000 ms and show large variability in brane potential of neurons recorded in vivo shows vigorous spontaneous synaptic activity (Pare et al., 1998).
amplitude. It has been suggested that these fluctuations either have synaptic origins (Wilson and Kawaguchi, This activity is characterized in some of our recorded cells by low-frequency shifts between two distinct levels 1996; Plenz and Kitai, 1998; Stern et al., 1998) or that they arise from intrinsic voltage-sensitive mechanisms of the membrane potential separated from one another by 10 mV or more. These "up" and "down" states have (Ferster and Carandini, 1996; Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996) . If the latter, hyperpolarization of the membrane compare the cell-to-cell and the cell-to-EEG correlations more fairly, therefore, we digitally high-pass filby current injection should change the temporal pattern of activity. When negative current was injected into cell tered the intracellular potentials with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz and recalculated the cell-to-cell correlation (Fig-1 in Figure 1A , a mean hyperpolarization of 15.6 mV was induced ( Figure 1B, upper trace) and the cell ceased ure 1F, black line). The cross-correlation curve after filtering is narrower, as expected from exclusion of low to fire, but the large membrane potential fluctuations remained and were very similar in character to the activfrequencies. Nevertheless, the strength of correlation between the cells after filtering (0.79) is almost as high ity recorded without injected current: the membrane potential histograms in Figure 1C show similar shapes, as that for the raw data. The synchronized activity in the cells is therefore not limited to low-frequency membrane except for the clear, current-induced shift in the mean level. Neither did the current injection have a significant potential fluctuations. The correlation within a single pair of neurons often effect on the dynamics of the fluctuations in membrane potential, as can be observed from the similarities of changed over time. In Figure 2A , the membrane potential from one cell pair is shown for three different 1 s epochs the power spectra plotted in Figure 1D . Similar results to Figure 1 were obtained in a total of 15 cells, sugtaken from a 30 s recording. The cross-correlograms for these epochs are shown in Figure 2B . The cells were gesting that the subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations arise not from intrinsic voltage-dependent most strongly correlated during T2 (middle traces in Figure 2A ); both cells in the pair either depolarized or mechanism, but largely from synaptic input.
A second observation points to the synaptic origin of hyperpolarized simultaneously. In the other epochs (T1 and T3), some potentials that developed in one cell were the spontaneous activity: the activity in the cell in Figure  1A was highly synchronized with the activity in a second absent from the other. These changes in synchrony are reflected in the peak amplitude of the corresponding cell located less than 500 m away ( Figure 1B Figure  3B . Finally, the cells of the last pair ( Figure 3D ) were reflects only the degree of synchrony between traces and not their absolute amplitudes since each trace was extremely well synchronized (correlogram peak amplitude: 0.83) with the two traces appearing almost idenfirst normalized by its standard deviation (see Experimental Procedures). The correlogram is centered around tical. A summary of the variability in correlation among the zero time delay, indicating a near-zero time shift between the membrane potential fluctuations in the two cell pairs is shown in Figure 4A . For each of the 64 correlograms, we measured the peak absolute value cells.
The correlation between the membrane potential of within a time window of Ϯ200 ms from zero lag. The average absolute value of the correlation strength was cell 1 and the EEG ( Figure 1F , gray line) is much weaker than that between the cells ( Figure 1E ). There is, how-0.40 Ϯ 0.02 (range: 0.11 to 0.83). Five pairs were negatively correlated with an average strength of Ϫ0.14 Ϯ ever, one complication inherent in comparing the cellcell correlations and cell-EEG correlations: the EEG sig-0.01. That is, a depolarization in one cell was associated most often with a hyperpolarization in the other. The nal was high-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz, whereas the intracellular potentials were not. To amplitudes of these negative correlations were at the To identify receptive field types from the response to drifting gratings, we compared the mean component latencies shorter than 2.5 ms, and those with only polysynaptic connections have latencies longer than 2.5 ms (F0) and the first harmonic (F1) of the membrane potential response at the grating drift frequency (Skottun et al., (Ferster and Lindstrom, 1983; Whitteridge, 1984a, 1984b) . The distribution of latencies to LGN stim-1991). Hand-generated plots of receptive field structure confirmed the presence of on and off subregions in the ulation in 110 cells is shown in Figure 5B . We divided the population into two groups, "m" and "p," depending receptive fields of simple cells classified with drifting gratings. The 17 pairs in which both cells' receptive field on whether their latencies were greater or less than 2.5 ms. Consistent with this classification is our observation types were identified were assigned to one of three distinct groups, and the average correlation peak for that the short latency responses jittered much less than the long latency responses ( Figure 5A ). The cell pairs in each group is shown in Figure 5D . Figure 7B) showed a trigger spike, and there is no clear inflection after the trigger spike, it is unlikely that these correlated potenclear peak at Ϫ1.0 ms, corresponding closely to the delay in the membrane potential correlations (Ϫ1.5 ms). tials, or the correlated spikes in Figure 7B , are generated by synaptic input between the two cells, but instead As in the previous example, however, the width of the spike cross-correlogram (1.8 ms at half amplitude) was arise from common input from other cells. much smaller, in this case almost ten times smaller, than that measured for the membrane potential (17.5 ms).
Effect of Visual Stimulation on Correlations
Our results so far indicate that the subthreshold activity This extremely narrow peak in the spike correlogram with 1 ms delay might suggest that cell 2 received monoof neighboring complex cells in V1 is highly synchronized in the absence of visual stimulation. To understand synaptic excitatory input from cell 1. The spike-triggered averages of membrane potential in the two cells sughow the correlation between cells is affected by visual stimulation, we recorded from three pairs of complex gested otherwise, however (Figures 7C-7F) . The withincell averages (Figures 7C and 7D) showed in both cases cells while presenting drifting gratings of different orientations. The pair in Figure 8 was typical of our sample a clear rise in potential just prior the spikes. So also did Figures 9F-9H . As for the previous pair, the correlation membrane potential states and appeared to be more irregular in duration (Ferster and Carandini, 1996) . peaks are slightly higher than the spontaneous level for stimuli that evoked activity in both cells, and lower for Some previous experiments suggested that these large and slow spontaneous events occur simultaneorientations at which neither cell responded. The widths follow opposite trends. In a third pair of neurons (data ously in a large number of neurons within a cortical column. Ferster and Carandini (1996) showed that in the not shown), we found no clear effect of stimulus orientation on the degree of correlation. visual cortex, spontaneous intracellular fluctuations in membrane potential are highly correlated with the local One concern that arises from Figure 9 is that the stimulus might affect the correlation between the two cells field potential. The local field potentials are in turn correlated with spikes in individual neurons and with optically by evoking membrane potential changes in each cell that are phase locked to the stimulus cycle. These sigdetected spontaneous neuronal events that cover several millimeters of the cortical surface (Arieli et al., 1995). nals in the two cells would in turn be phase locked to each other and give rise to orientation dependent While these experiments suggest that nearby neurons changes in synchrony. To test for this possibility, we are highly correlated, the correlation appears not to exmeasured the correlation between the two cells after tend far beyond a small region of cortex: we found only shifting the potential record of one cell in time by one weak correlations between intracellular membrane postimulus cycle. The correlation in this case drops signifitential and the EEG recorded some distance away. On cantly and does not vary with orientation. The changes rare occasions, stronger correlations were observed, in synchrony, then, are stimulus related, but not stimulus but these were limited to periods during which large locked.
numbers of spindles were present in the EEG. Figures 3A-3D) . These fluctuations are highly remislower than reported here. Consequently, the widths of the correlations that Amzica and Steriade and Contreras niscent of bimodal fluctuations in membrane potential and Steriade reported are up to ten times wider than Whatever initiates the activity that we observe, the propagation of the activity is likely to be supported by those we have observed. Second, the correlograms presented in these papers show strong periodicity at low the intralaminar and lateral intracortical connections within the cortex. These connections are densest and frequencies (Ͻ1 Hz), a feature that was not present in our records. Third, Contreras and Steriade ( in membrane potential could serve to synchronize changes in the excitability of specific groups of cells
Amzica and Steriade (1995b) have observed, in con-

